
RTOS: 
Critical Section



Critical Section
Two functions accessing a global variable

What could happen if decNumber is called from an ISR while incNumber is currently executing?

ISR: Interrupt Service Routing (asynchronous event and can occur at any time)

1. Declare global variable: int count = 1;
2. call incNumber(&count)

A. Load variable in CPU register from memory location

B. Restore context of incNumber
C. Increment value in CPU register
D. Store value back in memory location
E. Return

ISR ISR.    Store context of incNumber
A. Call decNumber(&count)
B. Load variable in CPU register form memory location
C. Decrement value in CPU register
D. Store value back in memory location
E. Return

COUNTCPU regTime

1.                    Undefined                 1

2.A.                        1                          1

ISR.B.                      1                         1

ISR.C.                      0                         1
ISR.D.                      0                         0

2.C.                         2                         0
2.D.                         2                         2

2.B.                         1                         0

RACE CONDITON!



Critical section

A critical section of code, also called a critical region, is a code that 
needs to be treated indivisibly (as an atomic instruction).

It is a section where shared variables can be accessed



Assembly instructions of incNumber

test.objdumptest.elf



Test-and-Set operation

• If you are not using a kernel, two 
functions could agree that to access a 
resource, they must check a global 
variable and if the variable is 0, the 
function has access to the resource. 

• To prevent the other function from 
accessing the resource, however, the 
first function that gets the resource 
sets the variable to 1, which is called a 
test-and-set (or TAS) operation. 

• Either the TAS operation must be 
performed indivisibly (by the 
processor), or you must disable 
interrupts when doing the TAS on the 
variable. 
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Test-and-Set operation



RTOS solution

• The critical section problem needs a solution to synchronize the 
access from different processes.

• This is a service or mechanism provided by Real-Time Operating 
Systems

Mutual exclusion (semaphores)

Two or more processes engage in mutual 
exclusion when they cooperate so that only 
one of them obtain access to a shared 
resource at a given time.


